Measurement & Analytics

Spirit IT eXLerate supervisory software
System integrator benefits

Easy programmable

Training programs

With our user-friendly and comprehensive Exceloriented development environment, you will have full
control over software configurations.

Spirit IT provides engineering training programs, that
are tailored to your own specific needs and knowledge level in order to achieve optimum results.

Integrated features

Flexible license model

Powerful built-in wizards, tools and features will get
you quickly up and running.

We offer licenses with various editions, sizes in number of I/O tags and operation modes. Each license
can be configured to preference and specific project
needs.

License editions
Standalone Edition
The Standalone Edition runs as one
single Server. It communicates with
external equipment via serial or
Ethernet interfaces.

Server Edition
The Server Edition runs in a redundant environment and is able to
communicate with external equipment. Each Server can run either as
Duty or Standby.

Client Edition
The Client Edition computer is
additional to the Server Edition and
is connected to a duty server via
one or more networks. It allows full
control and operation, where all
data and reports are obtained from
a duty server.

License size
Lite
75 I/O

Basic
150 I/O

Standard
300 I/O

Extended
750 I/O

Pro
1500 I/O

Plus
3000 I/O

Large
6000 I/O

Full
32000 I/O

Runtime mode
Runtime Only
The Runtime Only-license has the
restriction that the user is not able
to modify or inspect the application
configuration.

Runtime + Development
This is a full-featured license, where
modifications can be made on a
runtime system, when the operator
has sufficient security rights.

Development Only
This license is available for system
integrators who have completed our
eXLerate training. The user can modify or inspect the application, but
after a built-in timeout of one hour,
communications are terminated.

Additional hardware-based protection
eXLerate supports two kinds of dongles: a Maintenance dongle, which allows an engineer to enter the Development mode on a
Runtime Only system, and a Runtime dongle, which allows easy transfer of a license from one computer system to another.
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